The flotation tube is made of very durable and tuff PVC material. Because of the heavy wall
thickness and material hardness, minimum air pressure is required. The tube should be inflated
so that it feels firm to the touch. NEVER inflate the tube so that it feels “rock hard”. If a low
range pressure gauge is available, it should be used to determine when the tube has been
inflated to 2 ½-3 psi. NEVER INFLATE TO MORE THAN 3 psi AT ANY ONE TIME!!!
Note: The nature of vinyl is to stretch to some degree based on the ambient temperature. After
the initial inflation of the tube and the initial stretch, the air pressure will probably drop-off to 2-2
½ psi which is fine for operating bumper boats.
Note: When first inflating the tube it should be laid out without any folds. It is important when the
air nozzle is being applied that the valve is not twisted and there is some separation between the
wall thicknesses of the tube. Separating the wall thicknesses will allow the air to go into the tube
and not be stopped inside by the opposite side of the tube.
Note: Again, the nature of vinyl is to stretch to some degree after applying pressure. The
greater the pressure, the more the tube will stretch. DO NOT repeatedly inflate the tube trying to
keep the air pressure up to 3 psi. Repeated inflation will only cause the tube to stretch and
depending on the temperature the tube will always drop off in the pressure value. Once a tube
has stretched, there is no chance for it to go back to its original size.
Tubes are made from PVC and there are U.V. stabilizers that are added to the material prior to
the molding process. The shine or gloss of a tube is the result of the high gloss finish of the
molds used in the manufacturing process. To protect the gloss and finish it is necessary to
immediately start using a PVC protector (i.e. Armor All) and continue doing so on a regular basis.
Routinely clean the tube using a vinyl cleaner and then reapply the vinyl protector. Water
chemistry will affect the finish of the tubes as well as the U.V. rays.

IMPORTANT!!! When using the Foster Tube on any other Bumper Boat that is not a
Foster Product the Valve Stem MUST be facing down into the water.
Do to the fact that all boats are somewhat different in size and style the valve stem
might rub against the Boat Hull. The rubbing could cause the Valve Stem to leak at the
base or even cause the valve to become loose.
Before installing the tube spray soapy water around the valve stem to make sure there
is not a leak and verify that the needle valve has been properly tightened.
NOTE: THERE WILL BE NO WARRANTY CONSIDERATION FOR TUBES THAT
HAVE NOT BEEN PROPERLY INSTALLED!!!
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